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John Lee Fisher
Rupert Mandell Burstan
Alfred Rickert Hamel
James Allison O'Daniel
Lawrence Raymond Witsil
Mark Donald Dare
Samuel Taylor Lambert
Michael M. Hirshman
Class 1911

Dr. John Lee Fisher
Lieutenant, U. S. N.

Class 1914

Rupert Mandell Burstan,
Major

Class 1914

Alfred Rickert Hamel
Captain

Class 1918

James Allison O'Daniel
1st Lieutenant

Lawrence Raymond Witsil
Corporal

Class 1920

Mark Donald Dare
2nd Lieutenant

Class 1920

Samuel Taylor Lambert
Gunner
To All Loyal Delawareans
Greeting:
If in years to come
This book shall serve
To bring back some
Pleasant memories of the
Year's spent at
Old Delaware; and serve
To keep alive in your heart
A true Loyalty to our
Alma Mater~ its purpose
Is accomplished and
The effort we have
So willingly contributed
To its Success will be
More than Recompensed
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Nine
A friend of education to whom not only Delaware College but the State is deeply indebted for his magnificent gifts and his generous spirit and lofty purposes in raising this State to the foremost ranks of education.
LOYAL son of "Delaware" whose endless efforts, unbounded faith, and enthusiasm are the striking factors in the larger development of Delaware College.